After a reasonable Spring and a Summer marked by soaking storms the big Red Stags and Fallow Bucks that we are famous for debuted the early Autumn with spectacular antlers. Jake all the way up from SA and his Pop Clem came back to hunt big fallow taking two beauties. John and Mick came again this time for a nice 15 point Red and then the 3 Amigos, Robert, Frank and Ash came down Rob shooting a spectacular Trophy Red and Frank and Ash two Budget trophies. Paul and his son Mitch both shot 2 massive reds 18 and 19 pointers that had been living close by in one of the thick gullies, taken at the crack of dawn. Rob pulled out a very nice Budget Stag over a blackberry wallow amongst the roaring - then Daniel from Sydney shot a spectacular 20 point stag with huge points. In The thick of the roar and fallow rut some fantastic hunting was had. One huge stag had eluded us when Bayden came down and cracked the big 26 pointer. The Snowy Mountain Coloured Rams found favour with a few of the hunters scoring full curl beauties. The Rusa season kicked off in great style with Bob and Lois from
Pennsylvania booking a hunt and scoring a nice 32” Gold Medal Rusa Stag, then Costa also taking a Gold Medal Rusa and deciding to harvest a big thumper of a Fallow buck late in the season. As I write this end of season hunt I have news of our first Buffalo client for the season taking a nice Bull with our partner guides in Arnhem land NT, Luke from Vic booked a Buff hunt with us at the Hunt Expo in Melbourne. He was rewarded with this magnificent bull. Some monster late season reds, fallow and our Budget hunts proved very popular especially the 2 species hunt with David, John, Marco, Markus, Randall, Tyron, Aaron and many others taking great trophies, congratulations everyone, Steve, Judy and Mark.